DEUTSCHER SYNCHRONPREIS 2019: THE SPIRIT meets CHRISTIAN BRÜCKNER & CAROLINA VERA

DEUTSCHER SYNCHRONPREIS 2019: THE SPIRIT, aka Marc Spirit Hairapetian, meets actor and dubbing legend CHRISTIAN BRÜCKNER (German voice of ROBERT DE NIRO & HARVEY KEITEL) again. In 1998 we were shooting the TV series “DER STAATSANWALT” together. Like me he is a GREAT admirer of actor genius OSKAR WERNER. Now we celebrated at the German Film Dubbing Award Ceremony. Christian, call him “The Voice”, was this years jury president! Can you believe that he is 75? (Berlin - Tipi am Kanzleramt, May 23, 2019 by Ralph-Joachim Edler von Görbitz for SPIRIT - A SMILE IN THE STORM www.spirit-ein-laecheln-im-sturm.de / www.spirit-fanzine.de / www.spirit-fanzine.com) - hier: TIPI AM KANZLERAMT.
German Film Dubbing Award 2019: It was a pleasure for me, THE SPIRIT, aka Marc Spirit Hairapetian, to meet after all those years lovely actress CAROLINA VERA (‘KLINIK UNTER PALMEN’, ‘TATORT: STUTTGART’) again. In 1996 we both started our film business with the tv series ‘OP RUF TR. BRUCKNER’: She played a nurse, me a young doctor. In 2006 we met last at the world premier of ‘PERFUME. THE STORY OF A MURDERER’. CAROLINA who was born in Valparaiso (Chile) came with her mum to Germany when she was ten years young and now she won for her dubbing of LADY GAGA with the whole dubbing team the ‘DEUTSCHER SYNCHRONPREIS’. Congrats, Vera! (Berlin - Tipi am Kanzleramt, May 23, 2019, photo by Ralph-Joachim Edler von Görbitz for SPIRIT - A SMILE IN THE STORM www.spirit-ein-laecheln-im-sturm.de / www.spirit-fanzine.de / www.spirit-fanzine.com) - mit Carolina Vera.
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